SpectroTrack Release Notes

Version 2.6.11



Add Excel Importer in SpectroTrack. (Case 2846)
Fixed the issue that asset condition cannot be refreshed while clicking on the Home
link.

Version 2.6.10




New Feature: Add getImporterConfigsService and addMeasurement REST service.
(Case 2550)
Set asset condition chart displayed out by default. (Case 2352)
Change the default value of "Min Alarm Code Index to Show in" to OK, so that not
only attention and alert status are displayed for Asset Condition. (Case 2352)

Version 2.6.9


Bug fix on null pointer exception in ExternaLabImporter. A flag status (severity code)
was missing.

Version 2.6.8




Optimized Reader/Writer privilege:
1. Client portal none privilege user will not be displayed in the "Available User" select
box while editing level and machine.
2. For a client portal writer, add reader privilege to it on a certain level, the reader
privilege will traverse down tree.
3. For a client portal reader, add writer privilege to it on a certain level, the writer
privilege will traverse down tree.
Bug fix on null pointer exception in ExternaLabImporter. A flag status (severity code)
was missing

Version 2.6.7


Fixed the issue: The new entity was missing in persistence.xml.

Version 2.6.6


Add mail control for levels and machines.

Version 2.6.5





Fixed the issue about the reception undo button.
Fixed the preview crash issue.
Fixed the issue: Check if the shareId of a samplingPoint is null or empty, if so, set an
UUID to it while updating a machine.
Fixed the issue on "no error message on save the machine Page.

Version 2.6.4






Fixed the issue: Exception happens on clicking Show Trend on OMT. (Case 2261)
Fixed the issue: Filtered results failed to navigate between some one character and
all. (Case 2260)
Add Polaris Importer feature
Fixed the issue that asset cannot be deleted
Fixed the issue: EntityManager closed Exception which will cause user receives 6
error emails

Version 2.6.2


Fixed the issue: Error while reviewing sample of assets with OMT. (Case 2256)

Version 2.6.1


Fixed the issue: Removed the unique restriction on Serial Number of machine,
component and sampling port. Remove the "Required" attribute of Serial Number on
component and sampling port while Serial Number of machine is not null. (Case

2138)

Version 2.6.0






Fixed the issue: OSA importer creates duplicate samples for the same import. (Case
2180)
Limit flagging on Analysis parameters. (Case 2196)
Fixed the issue: Nightly Report unable to send. (Case 2218)
Fixed the issue: Partial import created Assets that cannot be deleted. (Case 2042)
Fixed the issue: Manager can delete non empty levels

Version 2.5.8



Fixed the issue: Migration from DB 1.7 to 2.0 Failure. (Case 2177)
Added asset Import support for Tanks and points under machine. (Case 2185)

Version 2.5.7



Fixed the issue: Mapping all export fields in the OSA xml to the SpectroTrack Import.
(Case 2201)
Fixed the issue: Map the Level to the OSAID in OSA Importer.

Version 2.5.6



Don't include nonpublished samples in to PDF report. (Case 1974)
Fixed Tree Navigation issue. (Case 1799)

Version 2.5.5


BottleStatus initialized on StartUp for more languages. (Case 1976)

Version 2.5.4


Fixed the issue: Add attention in Alarm level to Abnormal. (Case 2181)



Fixed the issue: Change from evaluation comment to diagnostic comment. (Case
2186)

Version 2.5.3








Add "Management Oil Import" menu in "Extra" dropdown menu on the head.
Fixed the issue: Unable to save an older server.log file. (Case 1973)
Fixed the issue: OSA 4 Import Zero in none value location. (Case 2043)
Sampling point generator updated for new limits (no customer export).
Added group property to parameterdescription, edit and view
AnalysisType/AnalysisTypeEdit.
Added analysis grouping in certificates.
Added OSA analysis type creation at startup.

in

Version 2.5.2




Fixed issue: On startUp failing on migration2_0, starting from an empty DB.
Added OSA Importer feature.
Fixed License generator issue. (Case 1672)

Version 2.5.1






Added OMT feature.
Added External Importer feature.
Added import images from zip in External importer feature.
Added Fluidscan Importer.
Added Asset Import feature.

Version 2.3.3




Removed duplicate colon in subject, removed duplicate displaying of Subject line,
fixed the proper placement of the Signature in the email, added support to use the
SmallLab logo uploaded from the customer to be displayed at the bottom of the
emails that go out (NOTE: This will only show up if the email viewer has support for
viewing in HTML). (Case 937)
There was a problem if the browser has the Flash plugin installed. Chrome comes
with Flash already installed and enabled. (Case 971)

